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ABSTRACT 

Emerging technologies can help to create new kinds of interesting audio-focused applications. Especially augmented 

and virtual reality can allow experiencing audio in new ways since AR and VR allow new types of interactions and 

can also create a sense of immersion. However, there are some difficulties to consider while implementing an audio-
focused AR/VR application. In this paper, we discuss these difficulties and demonstrate some best practice examples. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

New technologies can be used to create applications 

that allow experiencing the audio content in a novel 

manner. AR and VR applications are particularly inter- 

esting since they allow new ways for intuitive interac- 

tions which can help to create new ways of natural in- 

teractions with audio contents. From the auditive point 

of view are AR and VR applications also interesting be- 

cause the immersion created by these technologies 

greatly depends on audio contents [1]. 

This paper describes challenges that arise while the 

development of audio-focused AR and VR applications. 

The discussed challenges are shown in already existing 

AR and VR applications. All presented applications 

were developed as part of the cooperative research pro- 

ject APOLLO by the research group INKA at HTW 

Berin and the Konzerthaus Berlin with the aim to teach 

the basics of classical music and to awaken an interest 

in classical music in general. 

Four different AR/VR applications are presented and 

the challenges are explained using these examples. The 

presented AR applications are the digital "Virtual Quar- 

tet" and the "OrchestraBox" both applications are au- dio-

based and the main aim is to develop and implement new 

interaction formats and to teach young people clas- sical 

music. The VR application "VR Tour and Orches- tra" 

shows how VR can help to create an immersive au- 

ralization of concerts and how this helps to make 3D 

environments more believable. The VR application 

"Umwelten" puts the users in a world with abstract vis- 

uals and audio and offers different interactions. After an 

introduction and state-of-the-art chapter, we will de- 

scribe our current research and show our AR and VR 

applications. Then we will discuss challenges, our ap- 

proach, and the development of audio-based AR/VR ap- 

plications. In the end, we will summarize and discuss 

 
the future work. 

 
 

2. BACKGROUND 

Some definitions of VR require not only a virtual 

environment but also require these environments to be 

immersive [2]. The capability to create a sense of im- 

mersion is important for VR applications since it can 

make the user believe that the presented virtual environ- 

ment is real. Besides the visual component of VR appli- 

cations, audio plays an important role for immersion 

[1][3]. The sense of immersion in VR can be improved 

through realistic sound effects in the virtual environ- 

ment and music. Music can also have a great impact on 

the emotions of the user in immersive environments [4]. 

In AR applications audio can also help to increase 

the sense of immersion, for instance by adding realistic 

sound effects to virtual objects. The main purpose of 

audio in AR however is to enhance the real environment 

of the user with audio contents. There are two different 

types of AR: marker-based and markerless. Marker- 

based AR uses image tracking algorithms such as SIFT 

[5], to connect virtual content with some physical ob- 

jects (= markers). Markerless AR on the other hand does 

not need any markers and tracks the position of the cam- 

era through the extraction of the feature points from the 

user's surroundings. Thus, markerless AR allows the 

user to place virtual objects freely in his environment. 

For example, in some AR apps users can annotate real 

objects with audio [6] and other applications allow at- 

taching music to the real objects and the user can com- 

bine the attached music by combining the physical ob- 

jects [7]. There are also the so-called Auditive-AR 

(AAR) applications that are solely based on audio con- 

tent and do not provide any form of visual input for the 

user. Some examples of this kind of applications are 
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museum guides [8] and audio games [9]. 
An important aspect of AR and VR applications is 

the new way of interactions that they offer. For exam- 

ple, some AR and VR Head-Mounted-Displays (HMD) 

allow tracking of user hands which makes it possible to 

interact with such devices in a natural way (e.g., Ho- 

loLens or Oculus Quest). Natural interactions make it 

easier to create applications that allow intuitive interac- 

tions with audio content. In such applications, the users 

can not only hear the music but can also change it intu- 

itively [10][7]. 

 

3. VR PROJECTS 

3.1 VR Tour and Orchestra 

The goal of this immersive virtual tour is to show 

users the impressive architecture of the Konzerthaus, 

the history of the building and to provide a glimpse of 

its orchestra in action [11]. Since audio plays a very im- 

portant role in all of the activities surrounding the Kon- 

zerthaus, the VR application has to provide not only 

stunning visuals, but also immersive audio that makes 

the experience more believable. 

Visually, the Konzerthaus building is presented as a 

high-resolution 3D model in which users are guided 

through the halls. Additionally, there is a short record- 

ing of a string quartet (see also Section 4.1) embedded 

into the Small Hall of the Konzerthaus. The second part 

of the VR application shows another recording of a full 

orchestra that can be viewed from four different view- 

points. Each viewpoint consisting of 360° spheres with 

4k video and an ambisonic audio source for spatial au- 

dio. 

Both additions are accompanied by spatial audio that 

is carefully placed within the 3D environment. Exten- 

sive user and playtesting of the application showed that 

the additional emphasis on the auditive components 

played a vital role in the overall experience. 

One of the major challenges was to keep interaction 

techniques simple so that a wide range of users could 

enjoy the experience. This was achieved by implement- 

ing an intuitive interaction technique called gaze and 

wait where users simply look at a symbol and wait until 

the action is triggered. (This technique is now widely 

used within VR applications.) The app introduces the 

mechanic early on and constantly reminds users how to 

trigger certain elements. Again, extensive user testing 

showed that spatial audio cues are important to steer the 

gaze of users in the right direction. 

3.2 Interactive composition in VR 

Umwelten is a cooperative project of the research 

project APOLLO, the Konzerthaus Berlin, the visual 

artist Julian Bonequi and the composer Mark Barden 

[12]. 

The VR application transports users into an alien- 

like, eccentric 3D world where they can interact with 

3D models and activate AudioSources that are attached 

to them. 

Each of the 3D models features multiple different 

audio sources, that can be activated by i.e. grabbing 

them, drawing on them with a drawing ray or sometimes 

just by entering their vicinity. 

At first, some of the 3D models featured up to 30 

different audio sources each and would have multiple 

interaction concepts that could activate audio. 

One of the problems with this while user testing the 

application was that users couldn’t always discern 

which behaviour activated what audio and would get 

overwhelmed by the many different interaction possi- 

bilities. One specific interaction used a drawing ray that 

would activate audio upon touching an object in the 

scene that had an audio source. This drawing ray would 

however work on the object directly in front of the user 

as well as objects floating in the sky of the 3D world. 
 

 

Figure 1 – VR user using Umwelten (Photo: Markus Wer- 

ner) 

One part of the solution to this was to use spatial au- 

dio. This meant that users could understand the correla- 

tion of the 3D models and their respective audio 

sources. Only the objects in the direct vicinity could be 

heard and it was therefore clearer what the sound be- 

longed to. Some of the objects in the sky would still be 

able to be activated, as preferred by the artists working 

on the project. 

So, a second part of the solution was to implement 

colour feedback when activating an object. The material 

of the triggered 3D model would change colour for a 

few seconds in order to indicate its activation and that 

another sound would be started. 

User feedback on these changes was good, the audio 

activation was easier to understand and the origin of the 

sound easier to discern both with the spatial audio as 

well as the colour feedback. 

 
4. AR PROJECTS 

The next chapter will cover two AR projects of the 

research project APOLLO. They both dealt with the 

synchronisation of multiple audio tracks, both during 

the content creation and inside the final application. 

4.1 Virtual Quartet 

The virtual quartet is one of the marker-based AR 

applications that were developed in cooperation with 
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the Konzerthaus Berlin [13]. The application works 

with four different markers, that resemble quartet cards 

from a playing card game. Each AR marker is connected 

to a musician and upon scanning the cards a visual rep- 

resentation of this musician is placed onto the card. In 

addition to this the musician’s respective part from 

Franz Schuberts “Death and the Maiden” starts playing. 
 

Figure 2 – The audio recordings in the anechoic chamber 
at TU Berlin (Photo: Annette Thoma) 

 

The audio users can hear depends on how many 

markers are currently recognized in the camera view of 

the smartphone or tablet. Users can therefore create 

their own composition with i.e. only the violin, only the 

cello and viola, and so on. To achieve this the musicians 

had to be recorded separately in an anechoic chamber, 

resulting in four separate audio tracks, one for each mu- 

sician. 

The challenge for the musician was to play their 

piece individually. Normally, even though they have the 

music score, they are also playing off each other, react- 

ing to changes in tempo etc. This could be partially 

solved by the musicians having earpieces with the other 

musician’s recordings playing while they were record- 

ing their part. 

The next challenge was to also have a visual recod- 

ing of their playing. This could not take place in the an- 

echoic chamber but had to be done in front of a green 

screen, so that the videos could later be chroma-keyed 

to remove the background. 

An important part when developing the application 

was the synchronization of the different audio tracks. 

Even slight inaccuracies in the playing and starting 

times could be heard. This was even more apparent 

when the video of the musicians was also introduced 

into the application. 

In the final application, whenever a new marker is 

scanned, the musician is registered to a global manager 

class. The manager class gets the time of the video and 

starts the musician’s audio at the respective time. This 

way, the audio is always in sync with the video. Fortu- 
nately, the asset sizes allow for almost no delay in start- 

ing the audio, meaning that the four quartet musician 

audios are also in sync with each other when they are 

started using the videoplayer time. 

One point of discussion concerning the auditive ex- 

perience was also when to first start the video-/audio 

playback. Early versions of the application started the 

audio and video whenever the first marker was recog- 

nized. However, this had to be changed since the delay 

in recognizing the markers meant users couldn’t hear 

the start of the music piece with all four musicians play- 

ing. 

The solution for this was to only start the audio after 

all the markers were scanned once. In order to give us- 

ers the option to only listen to single musicians, a play- 

button was introduced. While not all the musicians are 

scanned yet, a playbutton is attached to the first recog- 

nized musician, allowing users to start the audio and 

video by clicking it. 

 
4.2 OrchestraBox 

The OrchestraBox is a music box that was developed 

for musical education lessons at school [14]. The devel- 

oped music box is playing a composition that was rec- 

orded by 18 musicians. All 18 musicians were recorded 

separately which allows for selecting which musicians 

should be audible while playing the composition. The 

musicians can be selected by placing their 3D printed 

figurines on the top surface of the music box. Since each 

figurine has an RFID chip attached to its bottom side, 

the OrchestraBox can recognize the figurines with its 

RFID antennas mounted on its top surface. By placing 

the figurines on the top surface of the OrchestraBox the 

user can select which musicians should be heard while 

playing the composition. 
 

Figure 3 – left: the OrchestraBox with all musician mark- 

ers, right: the underside of the box with the RFID antennas 
 

All 18 musicians were recorded separately from each 

other in an anechoic chamber to provide the best audio 

quality. One of the challenges for the given project was 

the fact that the combining of 18 audio tracks in real- 

time requires a lot of computational power because of 

that a lightweight, low-power computer couldn't be 

used. Thus, an Intel-NUC computer was used instead of 

a portable and more lightweight Raspberry Pi 4B. 

Also, the RFID antennas generate an electromag- 

netic field that affects the audio transmitted through the 

AUX cables, which results in noise while playing the 

audio. This problem was solved by rearrangement of 
hardware components of the OrchestraBox and better 

placement of the audio cable, so the RFID antennas 

have only a little effect on audio transmission. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

In audio-focused AR and VR applications, it is often 

useful to record many different sounds that can be used 

to create an interesting virtual or augmented environ- 

ment with interactable audio objects. However, it could 

become a problem if the application offers too much 

content (as it was the case in the Umwelten project) 

since it could confuse the user. Audiovisual cues can be 

used to direct the user's attention which could help to 

solve this issue. 

With the effect of immersion, VR intensifies and 

changes the way people listen to music. Also, VR and 

AR offer some new ways of interacting with virtual con- 

tent. Some AR and VR devices can track the hands of 

the users which allows them to interact with the appli- 

cation intuitively. This could open new ways for inter- 

action with audio content, for example using hand ges- 

tures or activating audio content by touching it. 

Overall AR and VR can help to experience audio in 

a new way and can make audio content more interesting 

and interactable. 
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